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Talk on Art of Decision Making

The resource person explains very clearly about the art of decision making, whenever we take vital or major decision always we should have an anxiety and uncertainty about the outcomes. For every decision it is important how you plan for it in worst case scenario. If any disaster or damage occurs we can work on it for better improvement. We think that that risk is worth taking which requires time, peer operation; require superior intelligent technical effort and knowledge. Decisions need to make by better understanding, better knowledge, and through hard work. For vital decision we should have a contingency plan for every what you do the situation will get changed. The situation that we need to cope with if we are working with the contingency plan, once we plan with contingency plan we can reduce the fear. While taking wild decision what makes you to do, we all take several number of decision every day. The tuff decisions are going to effect and what will effect for a long period of tie. Risk are high some of the wrong decisions will effect the history.

The main objectives of the decisions are

- Clarity of the objective, it should have only verbs and nouns, making it as small as simple.
- An objective analysis need to be carried out like strengths, circumstance, limitations, resources availability, possibilities that can be happened.
- Decision need to be taken in calm state of mind, then defining the objectives then look at what are the different options by which you can achieve those objectives.
- Tuff decision does not leave many options, experience knowledge, and create those operations.
- It is very important to do the best, taking right decision is less important than making a decision right.
The event was conducted in association with MHRD at institute and students attending the talk in various sections
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